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ABSTRACT

In signal processing and time series analysis applica�
tions we often encounter cases in which a number of
�noise�free� variables are linearly related and we want
to make inferences on the number and the form of the
linear relations among those variables from noisy ob�
servations of them� The Frisch problem is concerned
with the aforementioned inferences under the assump�
tion that the components of the observation noise vector
are mutually uncorrelated� In this paper we extend the
Frisch problem by allowing the noise vector components
to be correlated in an arbitrary �and unknown� way�
The EXtended FRIsch problem of this paper is called
EXFRI for short� To make EXFRI solvable we basically
assume that the observation noise is temporally white
whereas the noise�free signals are temporally correlated�
We show that� under the assumptions made� the EXFRI
problem has a computationally simple and statistically
elegant Instrumental Variable �IV� solution� which is es�
sentially based on a canonical correlation decomposition
procedure�

� INTRODUCTION

The following problem is encountered in several sig�
nal processing applications� We observe a number of
variables whose noise�free versions are linearly related�
From a set of available noisy observations we want to
make inferences on the maximum number and the form
of the independent linear relations among the variables
under study� The Frisch problem� named after the scien�
tist who introduced it more than half a century ago ����
is a special case of the aforementioned general prob�
lem� in which the observation noise components are as�
sumed to be mutually uncorrelated� In Section 	 of this
paper we argue that such an assumption is fairly re�
strictive in many applications� In order to cope with
such applications we allow the noise vector components
to be correlated in an arbitrary �and unknown� way�
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For convenience of exposition we refer to the EXtended
FRIsch problem considered in this paper as to EXFRI�
Of course� no meaningful inferences can be made when
such a generality of the noise vector� as in EXFRI� is
allowed� To make such inferences possible we basically
assume that the observation noise is temporally white
whereas the noise�free signal vector exhibits su
cient
temporal correlation �in a sense to be made precise in
the next section�� Under these assumptions we show
that EXFRI admits a unique� computationally simple
and statistically elegant solution which mainly amounts
to the computation of a canonical correlation decom�
position �CCD�� Note that the set of solutions to the
original Frisch problem is in�nite� in spite of its rather
strong assumptions� and also that there exists no rig�
orous procedure for choosing a particular solution from
that set�

� PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the following data model�

x�t�  �x�t� � ��t� �m� �� �t  �� � � � � N� ���

where �x�t� denotes the noise�free signal vector� ��t� is
the observation noise vector� and N is the number of
available measurements� In this paper we adopt a sta�
tistical framework� and therefore assume that f�x�t�g and
f��t�g are second�order ergodic stochastic sequences�
We should note that sometimes the data model in ��� is
considered in a deterministic framework in which quali��
cations� such as �uncorrelatedness�� are assumed to hold
in each �nite �realization� exactly� We believe that the
statistical framework is more �exible because it does not
make such impractical assumptions and� additionally� it
allows to assess the e�ect of the �nite�sample deviations
from the asymptotic assumptions made on the solution
obtained� The noise�free signal vector in ��� is assumed
to satisfy the following equation�

BT �x�t� � � �	�

where BT is a �m� n��m matrix whose rank is equal
to �m � n�� Here n is the smallest possible integer for



which the above equation holds true� Let R�x�x denote
the covariance matrix of f�x�t�g�

R�x�x  E
�
�x�t��xT �t�

�
� ���

We can make use of R�x�x to reformulate the condition
�	� above as follows�

� rank �R�x�x�  n� ���

� the columns of B form a basis of the null
space of R�x�x� ���

The problem of interest here is the estimation of n and
B from fx�t�gNt��� Evidently B can only be determined
modulo a post�multiplication by a nonsingular matrix�
In other words� what we can really estimate is the range
space of B�
The estimation problem stated above �nds several ap�

plications in the signal processing and time series anal�
ysis areas �	�� such as�

�a� Time series modeling and factor analysis� with par�
ticular emphasis on economic problems�

�b� System identi�cation from noisy input�output mea�
surements� In this application n is the order of the
system� and the system parameters can be obtained
from B�

�c� Array signal processing for direction�of�arrival es�
timation� Here n is the number of signals imping�
ing on the array� and the directions�of�arrival of the
signals can be derived from the matrix B by using
MUSIC or other subspace �tting methodologies�

�d� Blind channel equalization from multiple sensor
or fractionally sampled data� In this application�
which is related to both �b� and �c� above� n deter�
mines the length of the channel memory� and the
impulse response of the channel can be obtained
from B�

The Frisch problem deals with the estimation of n and B
in the data model introduced above� under the following
assumptions �translated to our statistical framework��

A The elements of ��t� are mutually uncorrelated� so
that the covariance matrix of ��t� is diagonal

A� �x�t� and ��s� are statistically independent of each
other� for all t and s�

Assumption A� appears reasonable� and hence we also
adopt it in what follows� However� assumption A of the
Frisch problem may be impractical in many cases� In
the application �a�� since there are �linear� relations be�
tween the elements of �x�t�� we might also expect some
form of correlation among the observation errors cor�
rupting f�x�t�g� In the other applications �b���d�� the
elements of ��t� are more often than not correlated with
one another� As a matter of fact� most of the current
research in these applications has been driven by the de�
sire to eliminate the �diagonal noise covariance matrix�

assumption� In what follows we make no assumption on
the noise covariance matrix� which therefore is allowed
to be arbitrary and unknown� In such a general sce�
nario� the matrix B and the integer�valued parameter
n could not be recovered from the data without making
some further assumptions� In addition to A�� we assume
that�

A	 The vector ��t� is temporally white� That is� the
sequence f��t�g consists of independent and identi�
cally distributed random variables with zero mean
and covariance matrix denoted by Q�

E ���t��  �� E
�
��t��T �s�

�
 Q�t�s ���

A� The sequence f�x�t�g is temporally autocorrelated in
a su
ciently strong manner� so that the following
condition holds true�

rank
�
E
�
�x�t�

�
�xT �t� �� � � � �xT �t� p�

���
 n ���

for some p � � �recall that n
�
 rank �R�x�x���

Note that the rank of the matrix in ��� cannot be larger
than n� Hence A� amounts to assuming that the afore�
mentioned matrix achieves its maximum possible rank�
Quite often �x�t� comprises time series that are strongly
correlated along the time axis� hence making A� a likely
assumption� Regarding A	� the observation errors that
appear at di�erent time instants are often mutually un�
correlated� hence making ��� a plausible assumption�

� ESTIMATION OF B

In this section we assume that n is given� From ��� and
�	� we obtain�

BTx�t�  BT ��t�� ���

This equation may be viewed as a form of linear re�
gression with �spatially� non�white �residuals�� Fur�
thermore� the �residuals� and the �regressors� in ��� are
correlated with one another� so that ��� can be regarded
as a �pseudo�linear regression�� Let

z�t� 
�
xT �t� �� � � � xT �t� p�

�T
�p � ��� ���

Under assumptions A� and A	� the vector z�t� above is
uncorrelated with the right�hand�side of ���� and hence
it can be used as an Instrumental Variable �IV� vector
for making inferences about n and B� De�ne

�Rxz
�

�

N

NX
t�p��

x�t�zT �t� ����

and similarly �Rxx and �Rzz � Let Rxz� Rxx andRzz denote
the corresponding theoretical covariance matrices� From
��� we get the following IV equations�

BT �Rxz  BT �

N

NX
t�p��

��t�zT �t� ����



or� in a vectorized form��
�RT
xz � I

�
b  �� ��	�

Here� � denotes the Kronecker matrix product and b 
vec �BT � where� for a matrix X  �x� � � �xn� the vector
vec �X� is by de�nition equal to �xT� � � �x

T
n �

T � The kth
�m � n� � � subvector of � appearing in ��	� above is
given by

�k 
�

N

NX
t�p��

BT ��t�zk�t� ����

where zk�t� is the kth component of z�t� �k 
�� � � � �mp��
An asymptotically best consistent �ABC� estimate of

b in ��	� is given by the minimizer of the following cri�
terion�

f  bT
�
�Rxz � I

�
����

�
�RT
xz � I

�
b ����

where �� is a consistent estimate of

�  E
�
��T

�
� ����

In �	� we have derived an expression for the matrix ��
required in ���� and have also shown that a matrix B
minimizing ���� is given by

�B  �R����
xx

�G� ����

Here �G is de�ned through the following eigenvalue de�
composition �EVD�� Let

�R
�
 �R����

xx
�Rxz

�R��
zz
�RT
xz
�R����
xx �m�m�� ����

Then

�R 
n m�n�
�S �G

� 	
�
��� �

� � �

� ��m

�
�� �ST

�GT

�
����

where ��� � � � � � ��m� The corresponding minimum of f
is

fmin 

mX
k�n��

��k� ����

Furthermore� note that the matrix B in ���� satis�es
the normalization

BT �RxxB  I� �	��

With this observation the derivation of the �real�valued�
parameter estimation part of EXFRI is concluded�
It is interesting to relate the EXFRI estimation

methodology previously introduced to the canonical cor�
relation decomposition �CCD� approach in multivari�
ate statistical analysis� The problem of estimating �the
range space of� B� under the assumptions made� can

also be formulated as follows� obtain a matrix B which
satis�es the normalization constraint �	�� and is such
that the sample cross�correlation between the variates
BTx�t� and the IV�vector z�t� is �as small as possible�
�recall that x�t� and z�t� are only cross�correlated via
�x�t� and that the transformation of x�t� via BT must
annihilate �x�t��� When formulated as above� the estima�
tion of B becomes a CCD problem� the solution of which
is given by the �m � n� least signi�cant canonical vari�
ates� Hence� the expression for �B in ���� follows� The
drawback of formulating the estimation of B as a CCD
problem is that� unlike in the ABC approach� the opti�
mal statistical properties of the resulting estimates are
no longer clear� This is particularly true in the present
case where the vectors x�t� and z�t� are not temporally
white as is usually required in the CCD analysis�
The previous analogy between EXFRI and CCD is

however useful� Indeed� this analogy suggests that the
estimation of n can be done �like in the CCD� by testing
the signi�cance of the �m� n� smallest canonical corre�

lations f��kg
m
k�n��� More exactly� we can estimate n as

the smallest integer for which fmin in ���� is �insigni��
cant�� The problem is� of course� to derive a statistical
rule which can be used to assess whether or not a given
value of fmin is �insigni�cant�� Such a rule is obtained
in the next section� where we will once again have to
deviate from the traditional CCD analysis owing to the
already mentioned fact that the sequences fx�t�g and
fz�t�g are temporally autocorrelated�

� ESTIMATION OF n

Let H� denote the null hypothesis�

H� � n is the smallest integer for which �	� holds true�

Then it is possible to prove the following theorem �	��

Theorem ��� Under H� and asymptotically in N �

Nfmin  N
mX

k�n��

��k � �� ��m� n��mp� n�� � �	��

i�e�� Nfmin is �� distributed with �m�n��mp�n� degrees
of freedom�

The use of Theorem ��� to conceive a test for inferring
the value of n from the available observations fx�t�gNt��
is straightforward� Below we put together the proposed
EXFRI�based approaches for estimating n and B� and
summarize them in a step by step fashion for the reader�s
convenience�
Algorithm� EXFRI

�� Choose a p � �� and compute �Rxx� �Rxz�
�Rzz and

the EVD ���� of the matrix �R in �����
Set n  ��

	� Check whether

N

mX
k�n��

��k � ��� ��m� n��mp� n�� �		�



where the threshold ��� ��� is de�ned through the
equality prob

�
u � ��� �k� j u � �� �k�

�
 � �rec�

ommended interval� � 	 ������ �������


 If �		� is not satis�ed and n 	 m� � then set
n
�
 n� � and go to the beginning of Step 	�


 If �		� is not satis�ed and n  m� � then set
n  m and go to End�


 If �		� is satis�ed then the current value of
n and the corresponding matrix �B computed
with ���� are the EXFRI estimates of n and
B�

End�

� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section we will assess the performance of the
EXFRI methodology by means of a simulated example�
The noise free signal vector is chosen as

�x�t�  ��x��t� �x��t� � � � �x���t�

�x��t�� �x��t� �x��t� � �x	�t� �x
�t� � 	�x��t�

�x��t�� 	�x�t� �x��t� � ��x���t� �
T �

where f�xig
��

i�� are generated as uncorrelated� Gaussian
AR�signals having zero mean and unit variance� Hence�
m  �� and n  ��� The covariance matrix of the
observation noise vector is chosen as

Qij  
�
h
�ji�jj

i
�	��

with �  ���� The signal to noise ratio �SNR� is de�ned
by

SNR  �� log���
�� �	��

and is expressed in decibels �dB�� The probability of
false alarm needed in �		� is choosen as �  ����� We
reiterate that we can uniquely estimate only the orthog�
onal projector onto the range space of B�

 
�
 B�BTB���BT � �	��

The EXFRI methodology is applied to ��� independent
realizations of the data �generated with the above pa�
rameters� and the following averaged quantities are com�
puted as a function of the SNR and the number of data
points N �


 averaged �n


 averaged maxi�j

����b ij � ij

����
where the hat denotes an estimated quantity� The lat�
ter average is evaluated over all realizations� regardless
whether �n  ntrue or not� The results for p  � �c�f� ����
are shown in Figure �� The results for larger values of p
�not shown here� were similar� as expected�
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Figure �� Average �n and maxi�j j�b ij �  ij�j as a func�
tion of SNR �a� and N �b� for p  ��
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